What we stand for.
MICHAEL SCHLECHT, WP, StB
PETER SCHIMPFKY, StB
WERNER SCHULZE, WP
DR. ANNETTE ZITZELSBERGER, StBin
DR. BENJAMIN CORTEZ, StB, LL.M.
DR. BENJAMIN BRUCKER, StB
SARAH KASPER, WPin, StBin

Auditors
Tax Advisors
Business Consultants

Our Partnership
SCHLECHT UND PARTNER I SCHLECHT UND COLLEGEN are
experienced Auditors, Accountants, Tax Advisors and Business
Consultants. Our partnership relies on a long-term cooperation
and a common understanding of the needs of a state-of-theart client service and project consulting.
We advise entrepreneurs, companies as well as individuals in
all business and tax matters and conduct audits for mediumsized companies on a variety of occasions and issues. Based
on our broad technical and industry expertise, we have a vast
experience in SME consulting.
SCHLECHT UND PARTNER I SCHLECHT UND COLLEGEN bundle
different specializations and form a powerful team in complex
consulting engagements.
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Personal Competence
We are dedicated to a high level of expertise, what we ensure through continuous education and coordination as well as exchange with other professional colleagues. In addition to our focus on expert knowledge,
it is our belief, that we can only be a reliable and competent partner for our clients, if we emphasize our
entrepreneurial and social competence.

Integrated, Interdisciplinary, Individual
Our service approach both represents the conceptual development as well as the application of the
relevant processes and measures.

Our Philosophy

Within interdisciplinary teams, we develop solutions and approaches to problems, which we actively
apply and monitor their success jointly with our clients.
In close coordination with our clients, we develop integrated and individual solutions. The economic
and personal expectations and necessities of our clients set the guidelines for our consulting
approach.

Preventive Problem Solutions
The fast moving market and competitive environment as well as the continuously changing
legal parameters set the requirement for an open and direct dialog between the client
and its consultant. Based on our experience and by applying or expert knowledge and
methodic expertise, we identify and develop preventive solutions.

Flexibility
It is our core concept, that project and client responsibility is allocated to one partner.
Due to this principle, our information and decision processes are straightforward and
efficient, ensuring fast and reliable decisions – our proven success factor, which
ensures a quick decision and communication in critical circumstances.

Client-Oriented
Our clients are medium-sized, internationally oriented companies from various
branches and industries as well as large asset management firms.

www.schlecht-partner.de
www.schlecht-collegen.com
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Audit / Accounting
Schlecht und Collegen are experienced auditors and
accountants. Our conviction in the field of auditing and
accounting is based on discretion, trust and diligence.
Our core services in the field of auditing and accounting are in the implementation of
legally or contractually specified as well as voluntary audits of single-entity and consolidated financial statements based on German GAAP (HGB) as well as International
Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS). In addition, we also audit reporting packages
in the context of the audit of consolidated financial statements and conduct audit
reviews.
In addition to the annual audit of financial statements, there are various other
contractual or statutory audits, which require a verification or certification by an
independent third-party. Of course, we assist our clients in audits in this context as well.
The understanding of our client and their business represents the starting-point of our
audit and accounting services. In this regard, we analyze and evaluate the economic
and legal environment, the inherent business risks, the internal control systems as well
as the risk management approach of our clients. Based on the conclusions gathered
in this process, we develop a unique and client-specific risk-oriented audit approach.
We always keep the entire value chain of our clients in mind – not just the accounting
part of it.
As modern auditors, our experts offer you more than a mere compliance check of your
accounting structures by rather applying a holistic risk-oriented auditing approach,
paired with an efficient communication and decision process of our proven and stable
audit teams. The structured procedures of our auditors ensure an effective and efficient
audit process – in the interest of our clients.
The duties designated by law to public accounts (gesetzliche Vorbehaltsaufgaben)
are performed by Schlecht und Collegen audit GmbH.
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Tax Advisory
Taxation as the determining
framework and key influencing
factor for business as well as
private decisions.
Almost every single business decision is directly
or indirectly influenced by taxation. The sheer
complexity and innumerable legal requirements and
provisions, various and differing tax treaties, judicial
decisions and numerous administrative guidelines
represent a significant challenge for every entrepreneurial engagement and business decision.
But also for wealth and estate planning purposes
in the private sphere, the targeted use of tax law
instruments is an essential part and a requirement
for a long-term and intergenerational preservation
of assets.
German Tax Law is characterized by a permanent
change and far from a simplistic tax system. Annual
recurring changes and legislative initiatives are
accompanied by various legislative directives and
interpretations of jurisprudence, resulting in an even
more complex taxation.
The legislator is increasingly using his right to enact
tax legislation retroactively to minimize the possibilities of tax optimization and structuring. In addition
to the domestic tax provisions, regularly constitutional and international regulations as well as
European Law are to be considered.

Reliable and prognostic tax
planning by our experts.

We assist our clients comprehensively in all tax
related issues.
It is our commitment to be a reliable and foresighted
partner to our clients to the background of the
increasing change and complexity in domestic and
international tax law.
We regard tax consultancy in this context as a
confidential and goal-oriented collaboration with
our clients, based on long-standing and proven
relationships. In our opinion, such a permanent and
successful cooperation must be based on a direct
relationship and stewardship of one single partner
with our clients. We thereby ensure, that interdependencies are identified and tax related issues are
addressed comprehensively.
In the field of taxation, we have a special focus
on International Taxation, Asset and Company
Succession, Private Clients and Private Wealth,
Transaction Tax / M&A, Due Diligence as well as
providing advice on Structuring and Reorganization.

This development represents an increasing
challenge for the tax consulting and structuring in
respect to validity, quality, flexibility and availability.

www.schlecht-partner.de
www.schlecht-collegen.com
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Business Consulting

Entrepreneurs are decision-makers
faced with an ever more increasingly
complex environment.
The increasing dynamic of the business environment, the
expansive globalization as well as the progressive digitalization are changing more and more business sectors and
branches in a fundamental way. Thus, entrepreneurs are
faced with new and complex challenges. As a consequence, corporate decision processes require even more
a consequent and goal-oriented approach aligned to the
available means and respective environment to successfully deal with these developments.

Our experts will help you identify
and successfully overcome these
challenges.
We support and accompany our clients with innovative
and proven solution approaches, to actively confront
the issues and challenges of today. We offer our clients
a comprehensive consulting approach in the areas
of Corporate Finance, Financial and Capital Markets,
Taxation, Audit and Accounting.

We speak the same language as our
clients.
Our consulting services are characterized by a very structured approach, which reflects the highest degree of
professionalism of the technical quality of our consulting
services as well as a reliable and trustworthy collaboration
with our clients.
Based on our philosophy and our conviction to a modern
and state-of-the-art client relationship management,
each client has one permanent and direct partner as
the contact person at his side. Our partners and experts
have a high degree of practical and industry experience
to match the commercial requirements and needs of our
clients, especially when it comes to SMEs. Our claim is to
provide very personal and individual consulting services
which combine top-class quality and practical relevance.
The pressure for action which confronts entrepreneurs as
well as CFOs in the financial sphere rises on a daily basis.
Let us develop solutions for the challenges of today –
together with us at your side.

Beyond the initial cause and occasion for our consulting
services, we always take tax, financial and accounting
implications into consideration.
Typical consulting services we provide in this respect are
Corporate Valuation (please also visit www.corporatevaluation.de), Corporate Restructuring, Reorganization,
Company Succession, Going Public, Going Private,
Investor Relations and Financial Reporting, Performance
Management as well as Controlling and Risk Management.
In addition, we actively assist our clients in any financing
issues.
We accompany our clients in our consulting approach
comprehensively from the initial analysis, identifying the
issue and challenges at hand and developing strategies
to overcome them, up to the implementation and subsequent monitoring and control of the measures taken.
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Core Consulting Services
SCHLECHT UND PARTNER I SCHLECHT UND COLLEGEN bundle
expert and specialist knowledge.
In addition to providing our clients with an extensive and full
spectrum of services, we also provide our expert knowledge and
expertise in ongoing client relations as well as in (interdisciplinary)
projects.
We also have a vast experience of assisting professional colleagues
of other partnerships – whether it be with trustworthy support for
special projects or with expert opinions (second opinion).

BUSINESS CONSULTING

TAX ADVISORY

AUDIT / ACCOUNTING

International Accounting

International Taxation

SME Financing Advisory

Non-Profit
Renewable Energies
Real Estate
Restructuring / Reorganization

Investor Relations / Financial Reporting

Transaction Advisory Services / M&A

Company Succession

Bequeathing and Inheriting

Corporate Valuation

Startup Consulting

Due
Diligence
Doing Business in Germany
www.schlecht-partner.de
www.schlecht-collegen.com
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Our Experts.
Michael Schlecht is a Certified Auditor and Certified Tax
Advisor (Wirtschaftsprüfer, Steuerberater), Co-Founder
and Partner of Schlecht und Partner Wirtschaftsprüfer,
Steuerberater – Auditors, Accountants, Tax Advisors.
Following his studies in Economics, he worked at various
medium-sized audit and tax advisory firms in Germany.

Michael Schlecht

Focus of his professional activities is in the consultancy to
medium-sized companies, Due Diligence and Restructuring Consulting and Reorganization Audits. Michael’s
sector expertise is especially in Trade and Commerce,
Automotive Suppliers, Engineering, Semiconductor,
Renewable Energies, Logistics, IT and Financial Services.

Certified Auditor, Certified Tax Advisor
(Wirtschaftsprüfer, Steuerberater)
Partner
t +49 (0)89 24 29 16 - 20
m +49 (0)172 91 18 739
f +49 (0)89 24 29 16 - 99
m.schlecht@schlecht-partner.de
Qualifications

Sector Expertise

Certified Auditor, Certified Tax Advisor, Diplom Ökonom
(Dipl. Oec., equivalent to a Master Degree in Economics)

Trade and Commerce, Renewable Energies, Engineering,
Automotive Suppliers, IT, Financial Services Provider, Semiconductor

Specialization

Selected Publications

Comprehensive Consultancy of Medium-Sized Companies,
International Taxation, Financing of SMEs, Due Diligence,
Company and Business Valuation, Company Succession,
Transaction and M&A Tax, Tax Advisory in relation to Corporate Restructuring

-- Various publications on current topics in the fields of
Taxation, Accounting and Finance
-- Co-author of the German language publication Company Successions: Handbook for Practice (Unternehmensnachfolge: Handbuch für die Praxis)‘, issued by
Schlecht und Partner / Taylor Wessing, 2nd ed. 2010
-- On the tax treatment of settlement for the bothersome shareholder‘ (Zur steuerlichen Behandlung der
Abfindung lästiger Gesellschafter), in: StuW 1985,
p. 108-114 (with Franz W. Wagner)

Professional Career
-- since 2002: Co-founder and partner of Schlecht und Partner Wirtschaftsprüfer, Steuerberater – Auditors, Accountants, Tax, Advisors,
Munich
-- 1995-2002: Partner and branch manager of a medium-sized audit and tax advisory firm in Munich
-- 1985-1995: Consulting practice in various medium-sized audit and tax advisory firms in Stuttgart and Frankfurt
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Peter Schimpfky is a Certified Tax Advisor, Co-Founder and
Partner of Schlecht und Partner Wirtschaftsprüfer Steuerberater – Auditors, Accountants, Tax Advisors.
Focus of his professional activities is in consulting to
medium-sized companies and private asset management
firms, Asset and Company Succession, Non Profit as well as
International Taxation.

Peter Schimpfky

Certified Tax Advisor (Steuerberater)
Specialist Advisor for Company Succession
(DStV e.V.) (Fachberater für Unternehmensnachfolge, DStV e.V.)
Partner

Peter is a certified Specialist Advisor for Company
Succession (DStV e.V.).

t +49 (0)89 24 29 16 - 40
f +49 (0)89 24 29 16 - 99
p.schimpfky@schlecht-partner.de
Qualifications

Sector Expertise

Certified Tax Advisor, Specialist Advisor for Company Succession (DStVe.V.), Diplom Betriebswirt (FH) (equivalent to a
Master Degree in Economics)

Real Estate, IT / Semiconductor, Foundation, Medium-sized
Trade and Commerce, Medium-sized Commercial Companies, Private Client, Private Wealth

Specialization

Selected Publications

Comprehensive consultancy of medium-sized companies,
Private and Business Inheritance and Asset Transfer Planning,
Non Profit / Charity, International Taxation, Tax Advise in relation to Corporate Restructuring, Tax Defense Consulting
(Tax Audits, Judicial Remedies, Voluntary Tax Declaration)

-- Editor and co–author of the publication ‚Debt Financing of the Mid-Sized Sector (Fremdfinanzierung für
den Mittelstand)‘, issued by Bösl K./Schimpfky P./von
Beauvis E.-A., 2014
-- Tax optimized succession planning for private real
estate (Steuerorientierte Gestaltung der Nachfolge
bei privatem Immobilienvermögen)‘, in: ZEV 2013,
p. 662-668

Professional Career
-- since 2001: Co-founder and Partner Schlecht und Partner Wirtschaftsprüfer, Steuerberater – Auditors, Accountants, Tax Advisors,
Munich
-- 1997-2000: Partner of a medium-sized audit and tax advisory firm in Munich
-- 1990-1997: Consulting practice in various medium- sized audit and tax advisory firms

www.schlecht-partner.de
www.schlecht-collegen.com
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Our Experts.
Werner Schulze is a Certified Auditor and Partner at
Schlecht und Partner Wirtschaftsprüfer, Steuerberater –
Auditors, Accountants, Tax Advisors.
Werner has in-depth and comprehensive sector expertise
in Electrical Engineering, Renewable Energies, Media,
Trade and Commerce, IT and Plant Engineering.

Werner Schulze

His focus is on Audit and Consultancy to medium-sized
companies, especially in Domestic and International
Accounting, Corporate Planning, Corporate Valuation,
Due Diligence, Risk Management as well as Restructuring
Consulting.

Certified Auditor (Wirtschaftsprüfer)
Partner
t +49 (0)89 24 29 16 - 30
f +49 (0)89 24 29 16 - 99
w.schulze@schlecht-partner.de
Qualifications

Sector Expertise

Certified Auditor, certified IFRS-Specialist, Certificate in International Accounting, Member of EACVA Germany (European Association of Certified Valuators and Analysts),
Dipl. Ing. Univ. Elektrotechnik (Electrical Engineering, Technical University Munich), CVA (Certified Valuation Analyst), CINA (Certificate in International
Accounting), IFRS Specialist

Electrical Engineering, Renewable Energies, Engineering,
Automotive Suppliers, Medical Technology, IT, Financial Services Provider, Trade and Commerce

Specialization
National/Domestic Accounting (German GAAP, HGB), International Accounting (IFRS), Audit and Consultancy to
medium-sized companies, Corporate Planning, Business
and Company Valuation, Due Diligence, Risk Management,
Restructuring Consultancy

Selected Publications
-- Various publications on current topics in the fields of
Accounting, Finance and Business and Company
Valuation
-- Co-author of the publication ‚Debt Financing of the
Mid-Sized Sector (Fremdfinanzierung für den Mittelstand)‘, issued by Bösl K./Schimpfky P./von Beauvis E.A., 2014
-- Co-author of the German language publication
‚Company Successions: Handbook for Practice (Unternehmensnachfolge: Handbuch für die Praxis)‘, issued
by Schlecht und Partner / Taylor Wessing, 2nd ed. 2010

Professional Career
-- since 2002: Partner at Schlecht und Partner Wirtschaftsprüfer, Steuerberater - Auditors, Accountants, Tax Advisors, Munich
-- until 2002: Authorized representative of a medium-sized audit and tax advisory firm in Munich
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Dr. Annette Zitzelsberger is a Certified Tax Advisor and
Partner at Schlecht und Partner Wirtschaftsprüfer, Steuerberater – Auditors, Accountants, Tax Advisors.
Following her studies in Business Administration and her
Doctoral Studies in Taxation, Annette worked for several
years in the field of audit of a medium-sized audit and tax
advisory firm.

Dr. Annette Zitzelsberger

Certified Tax Advisor (Steuerberater)
Specialist Advisor for International Taxation
Partner

After successfully passing her Certified Tax Advisor exam,
she focused her practice on tax advisory, especially in the
areas of International Taxation, Company Succession and
Restructuring.

t +49 (0)89 24 29 16 - 42
f +49 (0)89 24 29 16 - 99
a.zitzelsberger@schlecht-partner.de
Qualifications

Sector Expertise

Certified Tax Advisor, Diplom Kauffrau (equivalent to an
MBA)

Services, Trade and Commerce, Engineering

Specialization

Selected Publications

Comprehensive consultancy of medium-sized companies,
International Taxation, Restructuring, Company Succession

-- Co-author of the publication ‚Debt Financing of the
Mid-Sized Sector (Fremdfinanzierung für den Mittelstand)‘, issued by Bösl K./Schimpfky P./von Beauvis E.A., 2014
-- Co-author of the German language publication
‚Company Successions: Handbook for Practice (Unternehmensnachfolge: Handbuch für die Praxis)‘, issued
by Schlecht und Partner / Taylor Wessing, 2nd ed. 2010
-- Co-author of the ‚Munich Lawyer‘s Manual on Stock
Corporations (Münchener Anwaltshandbuch Aktienrecht)‘, issued by Schüppen M./Schaub B., 2nd edition
2010

Professional Career
-- since 2012: Partner at Schlecht und Partner Wirtschaftsprüfer, Steuerberater - Auditors, Accountants, Tax Advisors, Munich
-- 2004-2012: Certified Tax Advisor at Schlecht und Partner Wirtschaftsprüfer, Steuerberater - Auditors, Accountants, Tax Advisors, Munich
-- 1998 - 2004: Consulting practice in the field of audit in a medium-sized audit and tax company

www.schlecht-partner.de
www.schlecht-collegen.com
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Our Experts.
Dr. Benjamin S. Cortez is a Certified Tax Advisor and Partner
at Schlecht und Partner Wirtschaftsprüfer, Steuerberater –
Auditors, Accountants, Tax Advisors in Stuttgart.
His focus is in the fields of International Taxation, Consulting
in relation to Restructuring, M&A and Transaction Tax as well
as Company Succession and Restructuring.

Dr. Benjamin S. Cortez, LL.M.

Certified Tax Advisor (Steuerberater)
MBA (International Taxation)
Master of Laws in Corporate Restructuring
Partner

Benjamin was a research assistant and doctoral student at
the Chair for Audit and Taxation at the University of Stuttgart-Hohenheim. Following his studies, Benjamin worked for
several years in the field of International Taxation and Transaction Tax at a Big Four consultancy firm in Stuttgart.

t +49 (0)711 40 05 40 - 30
m +49 (0)160 695 6146
f +49 (0)711 40 05 40 - 99
b.cortez@schlecht-partner.de
Sector Expertise

Qualification

Automotive Suppliers, Commercial SME, Trade, IT

Certified Tax Advisor, Dr. oec. (Doctoral Degree in Economics, with a thesis on International Taxation), Master of Laws
in Corporate Restructuring (LL.M. corp. restruc.), Diplom
Ökonom (Dipl. Oec. equivalent to a Master Degree in Economics)

Specialization
Comprehensive consultancy of medium-sized companies,
International Taxation, Consulting on cross-border activities
and investments (Outbound and Inbound), Consultancy on
Business Transaction and M&A, Tax Consultancy in relation
to Corporate Restructuring

Selected Publications
-- Co-author in the ‚Commentary on the German Foreign
Tax Act (AStG-Fachkommentars)‘, issued by Wöhrle/
Schelle/Gross, Schäffer Poeschel Verlag
-- Numerous publications in Taxation, especially Company and International Taxation in German and English
language journals and magazines

Professional Career
-- since 2016: Partner at Schlecht und Partner Wirtschaftsprüfer, Steuerberater - Auditors, Accountants, Tax Advisors, Stuttgart
-- 2014-2016: Certified Tax Advisor at Schlecht und Partner Wirtschaftsprüfer, Steuerberater - Auditors, Accountants, Tax Advisors, Stuttgart
-- 2008-2014: Big Four, International Tax Services und Transaction Tax, Stuttgart, during this time:
-- 2008-2011: Research assistant and doctoral student at the Chair for Taxation and Auditing, Prof. Dr. Holger Kahle, University of
Hohenheim, Stuttgart
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Benjamin Brucker is a Certified Tax Advisor and Partner at
Schlecht und Partner Wirtschaftsprüfer, Steuerberater –
Auditors, Accountants, Tax Advisors in Stuttgart. Prior to
joining Schlecht und Partner, Benjamin worked at a mediumsized consultancy practice near Stuttgart before opening
his independent practice.

Dr. Benjamin Brucker

Certified Tax Advisor (Steuerberater)
Specialist Advisor for Health Care (DStV e.V.)
Partner

t +49 (0)711 40 05 40 - 20
m +49 (0)151 275 705 24
f +49 (0)711 40 05 40 - 99
b.brucker@schlecht-partner.de

Benjamin Brucker has sector expertise in Real Estate, Medical
Technology and Health Care. In addition he focuses his
activities on the comprehensive consultancy of SMEs, the
taxation of partnerships and business restructuring.
Benjamin acquired a certificate as a Specialist Advisor for
Health Care in 2016. He has further sector expertise in the
real estate business.

Qualification

Sector Expertise

Dr. oec (Doctoral Degree in Economics), Certified Tax Advisor, Diplom Ökonom (Dipl. Oec., equivalent to a Master Degree in Economics), Specialist Advisor for Health Care (DStV
e.V.) (Fachberater für das Gesundheitswesen, DStV e.V.)

Real Estate, Medical Technology, Health Care

Specialization
Comprehensive consultancy of medium-sized companies,
International Taxation, Internal Accounting and Controlling,
Taxation of Partnerships, Tax Accounting, Taxation of Business Restructuring and Reorganization

Professional Career
-- since 2016: Partner at Schlecht und Partner Wirtschaftsprüfer, Steuerberater - Auditors, Accountants, Tax Advisors, Stuttgart
-- 2013-2016: Independent Tax Advisory Company, Stuttgart
-- 2012-2013: Medium-sized Tax Consultancy Practice, Stuttgart
--

2009-2012: Research Assistant and Doctoral Student at the Chair for Taxation and Auditing, Prof. Dr. Holger Kahle, University of
Hohenheim, Stuttgart

www.schlecht-partner.de
www.schlecht-collegen.com
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Sarah Kasper joined Schlecht and Partner in August
2020 committing her time to deliver Transaction and
Financial Advisory Services.
With an exceptional track record in 8+ years of
experience in
the
Big4
professional
services
environment in Germany and the United States, Sarah
offers an extensive experience in delivering financial
statement audits and advisory projects for public,
multinational
corporations,
international
financial
services organizations and technology companies.

Sarah Kasper
German Certified Public Accountant |
German Certified Tax Consultant |
Master of Science (M.Sc.) |
Bachelor of Arts (B.A. Dual Degree)

Her main areas of focus are M&A, corporate
finance, valuation and financial reporting. In her
new role at Schlecht and Partner, Sarah creates
value
delivering
advisory
services
across
the Transaction, CFO and Board agenda of her clients.

Core Compentencies
Transaction & Financial Advisory Services for public
and private clients, Capital Markets, (Business)
Valuation, Corporate Finance, M&A, IPO/IBO, Due
Diligence, (International) Financial Reporting

Industry Expertise
Technology Companies, Financial Services, Retail,
Fashion, Venture Capital & Private Equity, Real
Estate, Project Finance

 Member of the Institute of Public Auditors in Germany
(IDW)
 Visiting Lecturer at Harz University of Applied Sciences
in the field of Public Accounting & Business Valuation

Professional Experience
• Since 2021: Partner at Schlecht und Partner Wirtschaftsprüfer, Steuerberater - Munich (Germany)
• 2020-2021: German CPA/ German Tax Advisor at Schlecht und Partner Wirtschaftsprüfer, Steuerberater - Munich (Germany)
• 2017-2020: German CPA/ German Tax Advisor/ (Senior) Manager at EY, Assurance Services - Munich (Germany) & New York City (USA)
• 2012-2016: (Senior) Consultant at EY, Assurance and Transaction Advisory Services - Munich (Germany)
www.schlecht-partner.de
www.schlecht-collegen.com
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Our Offices.

Schlecht und Partner
Wirtschaftsprüfer, Steuerberater

Schlecht und Collegen
audit GmbH

Schlecht und Collegen
Corporate Finance Advisors GmbH

Munich
In the heart of the Bavarian capital Munich,
Schlecht und Partner I Schlecht und Collegen
is a well-established and recognized Audit, Tax
Advisory and Business Consultancy Firm for over
a decade. Our office is located in the city center
at Barer Straße 7, 80333 Munich between Karlsplatz (Stachus) and Karolinenplatz.

Barer Str. 7
80333 München, Germany
t +49 (0)89 24 29 16 - 0
f +49 (0)89 24 29 16 - 99

From Munich, we assist and advise mediumsized companies, entrepreneurs and private
individuals from all over Germany on all business
related matters, especially on all issues related
to Accounting, Finance and Taxation.

Stuttgart
Mailänder Platz 25
70173 Stuttgart, Germany
t +49 (0)711 40 05 40 - 0
f +49 (0)711 40 05 40 - 99

Since 2014, Schlecht und Partner I Schlecht
und Collegen has a branch office in Stuttgart.
Our office is located near to the Central
Station on Mailänder Platz 25, 70173 Stuttgart.
From the capital of Baden-Wuerttemberg
in southern Germany, we assist and advise
medium-sized companies, entrepreneurs
and individuals from all over Germany on
all business related matters, especially on all
issues related to Accounting, Finance and
Taxation. We also have a strong foreign client
base, whom we assist with inbound investments into Germany and Europe as well as
German clients doing business abroad.

info@schlecht-partner.de
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XLNC
Global professional excellence
As an independent member of XLNC, a global alliance of
international accounting, consulting and law firms, our firm
is able to deliver the best possible advice on a global scale.
Through XLNC we have access to experts around the world
who are able to give advice on local regulations, compliance
and go-to-market strategies.
XLNC’s broad international presence opens up a gateway to
the global marketplace for both us and our clients. Through
our XLNC membership we have access to high quality firms
in nearly every major financial and commercial centre
worldwide. This remarkable facility applies whether you are
looking for business opportunities beyond national boundaries,
or need international support in addition to services in your
home market. We are here to help and support your success
wherever your business takes you.
For more information, visit XLNC (www.xlnc.org) online. As an
independent member of XLNC, a global alliance of international accounting, consulting and law firms, our firm is able to
deliver the best possible advice on a global scale. Through
XLNC we have access to experts around the world who are
able to give advice on local regulations, compliance and
go-to-market strategies.

www.schlecht-partner.de
www.schlecht-collegen.com
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BUSINESS CONSULTING

TAX ADVISORY

AUDIT / ACCOUNTING

International Accounting

International Taxation

SME Financing Advisory

Non-Profit
Renewable Energies
Real Estate
Restructuring / Reorganization

Investor Relations / Financial Reporting

Transaction Advisory Services / M&A

Company Succession

Bequeathing and Inheriting

Corporate Valuation

Startup Consulting

Due
Diligence
Doing Business in Germany

info@schlecht-partner.de
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